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ABSTRACT: Determining the key features of high-efficiency
photosynthetic energy transfer remains an ongoing task.
Recently, there has been evidence for the role of vibronic
coherence in linking donor and acceptor states to redistribute
oscillator strength for enhanced energy transfer. To gain
further insights into the interplay between vibronic wave-
packets and energy-transfer dynamics, we systematically
compare four structurally related phycobiliproteins from
cryptophyte algae by broad-band pump−probe spectroscopy
and extend a parametric model based on global analysis to
include vibrational wavepacket characterization. The four
phycobiliproteins isolated from cryptophyte algae are two “open” structures and two “closed” structures. The closed structures
exhibit strong exciton coupling in the central dimer. The dominant energy-transfer pathway occurs on the subpicosecond
timescale across the largest energy gap in each of the proteins, from central to peripheral chromophores. All proteins exhibit a
strong 1585 cm−1 coherent oscillation whose relative amplitude, a measure of vibronic intensity borrowing from resonance
between donor and acceptor states, scales with both energy-transfer rates and damping rates. Central exciton splitting may aid in
bringing the vibronically linked donor and acceptor states into better resonance resulting in the observed doubled rate in the
closed structures. Several excited-state vibrational wavepackets persist on timescales relevant to energy transfer, highlighting the
importance of further investigation of the interplay between electronic coupling and nuclear degrees of freedom in studies on
high-efficiency photosynthesis.
1. INTRODUCTION
Photosynthetic energy conversion is initiated by photo-
excitation of chromophores that are bound at high concen-
tration in light-harvesting complexes. This excitation energy is
conveyed efficiently among the chromophores to a membrane-
bound reaction center where charge separation occurs.1−3
Although theories for adiabatic electronic energy transfer are
well developed, the persistence of vibrational coherences in the
excited states of protein−chromophore systems has highlighted
the potential importance of nuclear motion in connecting
donor and acceptor states for efficient energy transfer. Of
interest are vibrational coherences that are sustained in the
excited state on timescales relevant to energy transfer and/or
have mixed exciton-vibrational character.4−24 In particular,
vibronic mixing between donor exciton states and acceptor
excited-state vibrations in PC645 has been demonstrated by
two-dimensional (2D) electronic spectroscopy and predicts a
multiplicative increase in the rate of energy transfer through a
redistribution of oscillator strengths affecting the Förster
overlap integral.25 The goal of this work is to measure and
fully characterize vibronic coherences and concurrent energy-
transfer events in a set of four related light-harvesting
complexes from cryptophyte algae to gain insights into the
interplay of these dynamics.
Broad-band transient absorption spectroscopy with femto-
second pulses allows energy-transfer dynamics and excited-state
vibrations to be monitored simultaneously. This is achieved
with excitation pulses having a shorter duration than the
vibrational periods and a bandwidth greater than the energy
separation between vibrational levels.26,27 The result is
superimposed population and coherence dynamics, and
features in these experiments (amplitude and phase profiles)
help us to assign vibrational coherence occurring either in the
excited or ground state and to assess whether the coherence has
mixed exciton-vibrational character. A node in the amplitude,
accompanied by a corresponding phase flip, marks the
minimum (difference energy) of the electronic potential energy
surface that the wavepacket is propagating on.19,20,28−39
Whether vibrational wavepackets are generated on the ground-
or excited-state potential energy surfaces also depends on the
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properties (spectrum, duration, and chirp) of the exciting
pulse40−45 and ground-state vibrations can be suppressed by a
sufficiently short broad-band pulse.26,27
Usually, oscillations are analyzed after removal of the
population dynamics and the data are Fourier-transformed to
the frequency domain to analyze the frequency and phase as a
function of probe wavelength or oscillation residuals are
analyzed in the time domain at a particular probe wavelength,
which can estimate damping times. In both cases, only the
signals after the maximum of the IRF are analyzed. To fully
characterize vibrational coherences, we will extend a parametric
model based on global analysis to include the global analysis of
vibrational wavepacket dynamics (damped oscillations), pre-
viously applied to PC612.46 The result is that we are able to
simultaneously fit the population and oscillatory dynamics in
the entire time domain to investigate the interplay between
excited-state vibrations and energy-transfer dynamics. A similar
approach of globally analyzing vibrational wavepackets has been
taken by Schott et al. for the analysis of trihalide anion
photofragmentation products.47
Experimentally assessing the influence of vibrational or
vibronic coherences is difficult because in intact photosynthetic
systems, there are few opportunities for controls or
comparisons. Turning on or off a certain feature to evaluate
their effect may not be possible. The discovery of four
structurally related phycobiliproteins from cryptophyte algae
(PC645, PC630, PC612, and PC577) offers a unique
opportunity for comparative studies because they have very
similar structures and chromophore composition but have
differences in excitonic coupling and vibronic signatures. In
previous works,19,20 oscillations were identified through the
power spectra of the probe wavelength-integrated pump−probe
maps after the removal of decay dynamics. Experiments were
performed by parallel polarization between the pump and
probe pulses to emphasize vibrational dynamics at the expense
of spectral amplitude conservation during energy transfer. In
this work, we use magic angle experiments to measure energy
transfer and equilibration dynamics in which spectral amplitude
may be conserved. Our goal in this work is to systematically
compare these four proteins by broad-band pump−probe
spectroscopy and fully characterize the resulting vibrational
wavepackets (frequencies, intensities, and dephasing times) and
energy-transfer dynamics concurrently to reveal additional
insights into how energy is steered through these complexes.
Energy-transfer rates and oscillatory signatures will be
described for four light-harvesting complexes: phycocyanin
577 (PC577) isolated from the cryptophyte Hemiselmis pacifica
(CCMP 706), phycocyanin 612 (PC612) isolated from
Hemiselmis virescens CCAC 1635 B, phycocyanin 630
(PC630) isolated from Chroomonas CCAC 1627 B (marine),
and phycocyanin 645 (PC645) isolated from Chroomonas
mesostigmatica CCMP269. PC645 and PC630 are related
structures, having the same chromophoric composition and
organization composed of three chromophore identities:
dihydrobiliverdin (DBV), phycocyanobilin (PCB), and meso-
biliverdin (MBV). PC577 and PC612 are also related
Figure 1. (A) Protein structures from PC577, PC612, PC630, and PC645 rendered from X-ray crystal structures. Chromophores are DBV (red),
PCB (blue), and MBV (yellow). (B) Normalized absorption (black) and fluorescence (blue) spectra of the proteins and the pulse spectrum (red)
used to excite and probe the sample in pump−probe experiments. The pulse spectrum maximum is centered at 580 nm in the region of the high-
energy DBV chromophores, present in each of the four phycobiliproteins. The pulse spectrum extends past the red edge of the absorption spectrum
of each protein to the excited-state absorption region up to 720 nm. (C) Normalized broad-band transient absorption maps using the excitation and
probe pulse from (B) showing comparative movement of energy from the blue side to the red side for each protein. (D) Estimated DADS of each
protein with corresponding lifetimes listed in the figure.
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structures, having the same chromophoric organization, but
differ from PC645 and PC630 by a single amino acid mutation
that leads to an open structure and are composed of only DBV
and PCB chromophores.48 The former have strong coupling in
the two central dimers, whereas the latter have a separation
between these two chromophores, leading to weaker coupling.
We obtain population dynamics by fitting decay-associated
difference spectra (DADS) and species-associated difference
spectra (SADS) using an appropriate compartmental model
and obtain oscillatory dynamics by fitting damped oscillation-
associated spectra (DOAS) to the data.
2. EXPERIMENTAL & ANALYSIS METHODS
2.1. Sample Preparation. Phycobiliproteins proteins
PC577, PC612, PC630, and PC645 were isolated from
cryptophyte algae and purified according to the following
procedure. H. pacifica (CCMP706) was cultured in the
enriched seawater medium, Prov50 (from NCMA), on a 12/
12 h dark−light cycle 20 μE m−2 s−1 in the growth chamber at
16 °C, whereas Chroomonas (CCAC 1627 B, also M1627) was
grown under identical conditions but in the L1 medium (also
from NCMA). C. mesostigmatica (CCMP269) was cultured at
room temperature in either K or Prov50 media from NCMA on
a 12/12 h dark−light cycle 20 μE m−2 s−1. Cells were harvested
by centrifugation and were resuspended in 0.1 M sodium
phosphate buffer (pH 7.5). Phycocyanin 577 (PC577) was
isolated from H. pacifica (CCMP706) and phycocyanin 630
(PC630) was obtained from Chroomonas (CCAC 1627 B, also
M1627), whereas phycocyanin 645 (PC645) was extracted
from C. mesostigmatica (CCMP269). The water-soluble
phycobiliproteins were extracted through freezing and thawing
(−20 and 4 °C) in the dark. Further purification steps required
centrifugation to remove any impurities following successive
ammonium sulfate precipitation (40, 55, and 80%). The final
centrifugation at 80% was performed in an ultracentrifuge for
20 min at 35 000 rpm, and the resulting protein pellet was
resuspended in 0.050 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) for storage
at −20 °C. Solutions were prepared in a final concentration of
25 mM phosphate buffer and protein at an optical density of
0.15/mm.
2.2. Steady-State Spectroscopy. Room-temperature
absorption spectra were recorded using a Varian Cary 6000i
UV−vis spectrometer with a resolution of 1 nm. Fluorescence
emission spectra were recorded on a Fluorolog-3 (Horiba)
spectrometer in a 90° mode, with a xenon arc light source and
an R928 photomultiplier tube.
2.3. Pump−Probe Experiments. The transient absorption
spectrometer setup is described in detail elsewhere.19 Broad-
band pulses were generated from a commercial 5 kHz
Ti:sapphire laser amplifier (Spectra-Physics, Spitfire) pumped
into a home-built noncollinear optical parametric amplifier. The
spectrum was tuned centrally to 580 nm with an asymmetric
Lorentzian extending past 720 nm, overlapping well with the
entire PC577, PC612, PC630, and PC645 absorption spectra
and strongly exciting the higher-energy DBV chromophores in
each case (Figure 1B). The pulse was compressed with a folded
grating compressor and a prism compressor (one prism and a
retroreflector) to ≈18 fs as determined by polarization-gated
frequency-resolved optical gating. This pulse has a duration
shorter than the vibrational periods probed up to 1850 cm−1
and a bandwidth (4000 cm−1 full width at half-maximum)
exceeding those vibrational level splittings. The pulse was split
into identical pump, probe, and reference beams with a 1° UV-
fused silica wedge. The reference and probe beams were those
reflected from the front and back surfaces of the wedge with
less than 1% total intensity, whereas the transmitted beam was
used for the pump. The probe beam was directed through the
sample and was dispersed and focused onto a 1.25 kHz charge-
coupled device detector. The sample flowed through an ice
bath and a 1 mm quartz cuvette at a rate of 1 mL/min with a
peristaltic pump. A translation stage in the pump path was used
to achieve the time delay between the pump and probe. The
sample was pumped at 6 nJ/pulse and successive sets of four
probe pulses with the pump blocked and unblocked were
recorded. The pump and probe beam had magic angle
polarization and were focused onto 1/e beam diameters of 40
and 15 μm, respectively. The probe intensity was balanced by
the reference beam intensity as measured on a photodiode to
eliminate influences from laser fluctuations during the experi-

























where Ip and Iu are the intensities of the pumped and
unpumped probe signals, respectively, and Sp and Su are the
corresponding intensities of the photodiode signals. The values
entered into this equation are the sum of the four-pulse
sequence and averaged for 300 consecutive cycles. This process
was repeated for each delay time following a nonlinear range
from −5 ps to 1 ns and repeated five times.
2.4. Global & Target Analysis. The time-resolved
spectroscopy data of multichromophoric systems contain an
overwhelming wealth of information, which describe the
spectral evolution of electronically excited states. The overall
observable spectroscopic changes are a combination of all
microscopic underlying processes. We describe the data by a
parametric model, employing global and target analysis49−51 of
the time-dependent spectral evolution. The goal of global
analysis is the simultaneous analysis of all measurements giving
fits of the data with a sufficient number of exponential decays:
cl(t) = exp(−klt). The probe wavelength-dependent amplitude
of the exponential decays used to globally fit the entire data set
constitutes DADS.51 The DADS read-out the loss or gain in
signal with a certain lifetime as a function of the probe
wavelengths. The number of DADS equals the number of decay
rates necessary to fit the complete data set and the number of
resolvable compartments. In target analysis, we determine the
microscopic rate constants between interacting compartments
(electronically excited states in this case) in the system in a K-
matrix, whose eigenvalues give rise to decay rates of the global











where the spectral properties of the compartments are the
species-associated difference spectra (SADSl(λ)) and their
populations are cl
S(t,k) (superscript S stands for species) with
kinetic parameters k. The details and all mathematical
relationships and derivations can be found in van Stokkum et
al.49,50
2.5. Global Oscillation Analysis. The evolution of the
vibrationally excited state wavepackets created by a short laser
pulse is described with a superposition of damped oscillations.
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The probe wavelength-dependent amplitude of a damped
oscillation cos(ωnt)exp(−γnt) constitutes a damped oscillation-
associated spectrum DOASn(λ) with an accompanying phase
characteristic φn(λ). Assuming the independent evolution of
the electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom by the Born−
Oppenheimer approximation, a superposition of the electronic
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where t′ indicates that the instrument response function has not
yet been included. The number of vibrationally excited states
Nosc is determined, and we estimate their parameters, the
eigenfrequency ωn and damping rate γn, and the DOASn(λ) and
φn(λ). The number of vibrationally excited states that can be
reliably resolved depends upon the signal-to-noise ratio of the
measurements TRS(t,λ). The applicability of the methodology
was published in ref 46 for PC612 and here it is applied to
resolve the DADS, SADS, and DOAS for the set of four
phycobiliproteins.
2.6. Computation of Spectral Densities. Experimental
spectral densities were generated for each protein from the
DOAS data (Supporting Information Table S1) as a sum of














where ωn is the center frequency of the DOASn, Γn dephasing
rates were translated from the fitted dephasing rates γn by the
time bandwidth product (ΔtΔυ = 0.142), and each peak is
scaled by An = area/γn.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Structures and Absorption. The protein structures
scaffold and organize the chromophore units in their optimal
configuration for their function in light harvesting. We first
present the structures, chromophore organization, and
energetic ordering of the four phycobiliproteins being
compared in this work. The X-ray crystal structures of
PC577, PC612, PC630, and PC645 are shown in Figure 1A,
including the line structures of the embedded chromophores
(DBV, PCB, and MBV) as labeled. In the open structures
(PC577 and PC612), the central DBVs (red) are ≈2 nm apart,
and in the closed structures (PC630 and PC645), they are ≈0.5
nm apart and form a molecular excitonic dimer.
The corresponding steady-state absorption spectra for the
four proteins are shown in Figure 1B (in black) and show broad
features that are composed of overlapping contributions from
the different chromophores, their homogeneous and inhomoge-
neous line widths, vibrational sub-bands, and excitonic
coupling. The site energies of the individual chromophores
must be obtained through quantum mechanical modeling and/
or optimized fits to the data. For PC645, the chromophores
contributing to the high-energy part of the spectrum have been
determined to be DBV molecules (≈580 nm) and those in the
lowest energy part of the spectrum are the PCB molecules
(≈635−650 nm).25,52−55 The red-most PCB molecules are the
PCB 82C and PCB 82D, with PCB 158C and PCB 158D
slightly higher up on the energy ladder. There is an additional
MBV molecule absorbing in the middle of the spectrum
(≈610−622 nm), present only in the closed structures. It has
been shown that isolated phycobiliproteins fluoresce from a
single terminal emitter PCB 82C, suggesting that energy is
funneled to a single chromophore in the energy funnel. The
emission spectra are depicted in blue in Figure 1B.
A single residue insertion is responsible for the structural
changes between the four proteins, which primarily separates
the central dimer. The chromophores are otherwise in similar
protein environments and are expected to follow the same
energetic ordering with DBVs at the high-energy end and PCBs
at the low-energy end. The closed structures exhibit a larger
range of absorption energies, with the PCB region shifted
farther to the red than the open structures. The same broad-
band pump pulse was used for time-resolved experiments and is
shown in red in Figure 1B. This pulse excites most strongly the
DBV chromophores at 580 nm, covers the entire absorption
spectrum, and has amplitude out to 720 nm, which can capture
excited-state absorption signals.
3.2. Population Dynamics. Figure 1C shows the broad-
band pump−probe spectra for all four proteins over a nonlinear
time axis extending to 1 ns. In contrast to narrow-band
transient absorption spectroscopy, commonly used to analyze
population dynamics, all chromophores are excited at once with
the pump pulse in these experiments. The spectra display
bleach and stimulated emission features across the entire
absorption region of each light-harvesting complex and excited-
state absorption features mainly to the red of this wavelength
range. Equilibration of the excitation energy occurs downhill in
energy until the final emission from the terminal chromophore.
At first inspection of the spectra, the movement of excitation
appears to be dominated by decay from the high-energy end
(indicated by the negative amplitudes of the black and red
DADS) and corresponding growth at the lowest energy end
(indicated by the positive amplitudes of the black and red
DADS), especially for the two closed structures on the right.
To further decompose the kinetics of the energy-transfer
events, we performed global and target analysis of the
population dynamics.
Four lifetimes were required to fit the data set and the DADS
are shown in Figure 1D with estimated lifetimes listed in the
figure and in Table 1. The DADS plot the amplitude of the
global exponentials used to fit the complete data set as a
function of probe wavelength, where negative amplitude
indicates an exponential decay of bleaching and stimulated
emission signals and positive amplitude indicates an exponen-
tial growth thereof. The black DADS correspond to the fastest
observable dynamics in the complex and show the simultaneous
exponential decay in the blue region, where the donor DBV
chromophores are located, and corresponding exponential
Table 1. Estimated Lifetimes for the Four Proteins (ps)
Corresponding to the DADS in Figure 1Da
open structures closed structures
PC577 PC612 PC630 PC645
τ1 black 0.87 0.84 0.55 0.46
τ2 red 8.4 7.5 2.5 1.1
τ3 blue 77 109 22 10.5
τ4 green 1648 1569 1216 1412
aErrors in fits are up to 10%.
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growth in the red region to the PCB molecules. This indicates
almost conservative energy transfer between the DBV and PCB
chromophores in these regions. Surprisingly, this fast and most
efficient stage of energy transfer spans nearly the largest energy
gap in each of the systems.
The second lifetime (red DADS) corresponds to equilibra-
tion between chromophores farthest to the red. The third
lifetime in the open structures on the order of 100 ps shows a
nonconservative decay of bleach plus stimulated emission at
≈640 nm and excited-state absorption at ≈655 nm and is
attributed to annihilation. Specifically, there is evidence that
these annihilations are due to the presence of long-lived triplet
states present on the protein in between probe pulses.46 The
fourth lifetime corresponds to relaxation of the final excited
state to the ground state on the nanosecond timescale, in
agreement with the known fluorescent lifetimes.56,57
Target analysis was performed to estimate microscopic rate
constants based on a compartmental model that allows
equilibration between the first three compartments followed
by decay from the final state: A ↔ B ↔ C ↔ D→. The
resulting rate constants between compartments are shown in
Figure 2A with the corresponding population growths and
decays of each species in Figure 2B and the estimated SADS in
Figure 2C. Although there are eight chromophores in each
protein and potentially numerous energy-transfer pathways, we
can only resolve the microscopic rate constants for the number
of compartments that equals the number of global lifetimes.
Note that initially 55, 35, 64, and 64% of the excited states are
in the red compartment, corresponding to DBV. In the open
structures, the remainder is distributed (almost) evenly over the
blue, gray, and green compartments, corresponding to PCB. In
the closed structures, the remainder is distributed evenly over
the blue and gray compartments, corresponding to PCB and
MBV, respectively.
By inspection of the SADS, we see that the energy-transfer
step between the first two compartments (red to blue) spans
the largest energy gap in the complex. The DBV SADS show
minima at ≈585 and 620−630 nm because of bleaching and
stimulated emission.58 In agreement with the interpretation of
the red DADS, the maxima of the blue SADS are nearest to the
red-most species in each complex, indicating that the largest
energy gap is bridged by the first and fastest energy-transfer
step (excluding the unresolved DBV exciton relaxation; see
below). This jump occurs twice as fast in the closed protein
structures as in the open protein structures. The second SADS
resemble a PCB absorption spectrum with a shoulder
overlapping the DBV region, where PCBυ=1 would overlap for
a 1585 cm−1 vibronic mode,25 which we will discuss in the final
section. The final equilibration steps that are between the red-
most chromophores occur on the picosecond timescale (7.5−
22 ps) across a relatively flat energetic landscape. This final step
was previously reported by Mirkovic et al. to be ≈15 ps in
PC645, within this range, and is faster than computational
quantum chemical predictions of 40 ps.52 Although with
excitation at 645 and 662 nm of PC645, Marin et al. found a 46
ps component and assigned this to the final hop.53 This longer
component is not observed in our broad-band excitation
experiments and the red-most SADS align with the fluorescence
emission (see Supporting Information Figures S6−S9B),
suggesting that equilibration is complete on a faster timescale.
Recall that we have assigned the ≈100 ps component in the
open structures (blue DADS in Figure 1D) to annihilation.
Figure 2. Target analysis of PC577, PC612, PC630, and PC645. (A) Kinetic scheme with microscopic rate constants (in ns−1). Input fractions are on
top of each of the four compartments. (B) Population profiles of the four species, note that the time axis is linear until 1 ps (after the maximum of
the IRF) and logarithmic thereafter. (C) Estimated SADS. (D) Schematic of energy-transfer pathways in the four proteins. The first compartment
represents the central DBV donors (red) and the second compartment represents PCB acceptors (blue). Equilibration between the first and second
compartment are indicated by black arrows (forward rate) and yellow arrows (reverse rate). The thickness of these arrows is in proportion to the
transfer rates for each protein. Final equilibration between the PCBs is indicated by gray double-headed arrows and correspond to unresolved
compartments in gray and green.
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The overall resolved kinetic scheme is illustrated in Figure
2D, which highlights the equilibration between the central high-
energy DBV chromophores and low-energy acceptor PCB
chromophore(s) (black arrows represent forward rate and
yellow arrows represent reverse rate, with their thickness in
proportion to the rate constants). Final equilibration between
the lowest-energy PCB chromophores is shown with gray
double-headed arrows. The equilibria in the kinetic schemes in
Figure 2 correspond to free-energy differences. In the closed
structures, these are 480 and 250 cm−1, and in the open
structures, these are three times 250 cm−1. Thus, the total free
energy that has to be dissipated during the equilibration is
about 750 cm−1. This roughly corresponds to the energy
difference between the stimulated emission maxima of the DBV
and the final PCB.
The key features contributing to efficient energy transfer
employed by nature have long been sought after. In an effort to
determine accurate energy-transfer rates and pathways in
phycobiliproteins, for example, narrow-band pump−probe
spectroscopy has been used along with global and target
analysis with the goals of generating the “complete picture” of
the energy-transfer funnel. For example, Marin et al. studied
isolated PC645 and by initiating single energy-transfer
pathways by exciting individual chromophores with a narrow-
band pulse, generated a step-wise energy funnel picture from
high to low energy across a number of timescales. However, in
intact cells (Rhodomonas CS24 comprising PC645), it has
been shown that energy transfer from the phycobiliproteins to
the chlorophyll acceptors in the thylakoid membrane proteins
can occur from any of the peripheral bilin chromophores.54,55
Although the energy ladder in these proteins represents a
stepwise ladder from high to low energy, the stepwise transfer
down the ladder is not necessarily the most efficient or chosen
pathway. Here, we find that the fastest (and most efficient)
energy-transfer step leaps nearly the entire energy ladder on the
subpicosecond timescale. This is in agreement with Marin et al.,
which confirmed that DBV transferred directly to peripheral
PCB rather than the intermediate MBV molecules.53 In
accordance, it was also suggested that MBV molecules
independently funnel energy to the peripheral chromophores
in a concerted pathway.53,56 Because the overall role of the
protein as an antenna is to down-convert energy for the transfer
to lower-energy chlorophylls, it is possible that the optimized
route will take excitation energy in the most direct pathway to
the final emitters, regardless of which chromophore is excited.
The presence of this dominant energy-transfer pathway was
also shown by Dean et al. who studied the ultrafast energy
transfer and coherence dynamics by two-dimensional electronic
spectroscopy.25 By analyzing the 2D amplitude patterns, they
found evidence of a vibronic coupling mechanism that bridges
the donor DBV and acceptor PCB by a ≈1600 cm−1 mode.
This vibronic coupling is thought to redistribute oscillator
strength in the donor/acceptor pair resulting in an enhance-
ment to the Förster energy-transfer rate through modification
of the spectral overlap integral. In the next section, we will
discuss the application of a new method for time-domain global
analysis fitting of coherence dynamics, which will allow us to
later analyze the 1585 cm−1 mode, as it relates to energy-
transfer rates in the four complexes.
Finally, equilibration between the central dimer exciton states
was not resolved, but because the complex rapidly distributes
excitation energy in the DBV region to the lower-energy PCBs
(sub-ps), it is most likely that internal conversion between the
high- and low-energy exciton states occurs on a much faster
timescale. In agreement, Marin et al. estimated this timescale to
be <80 fs based on pump−probe anisotropy signals, though the
actual relaxation was unresolved.53 These estimates are in
contrast with previous fluorescence studies that assigned 2 ps
components to DBV exciton relaxation,56 though later this 2 ps
component was observed and assigned to transfer between
species in the red.55 Indeed, facilitated by shorter pulse duration
and experimental advances, ultrafast internal conversion
between exciton states (≤100 fs timescale) has been observed
in a growing body of reports.30,59−73 This motivated our
previous work on elucidating exciton dynamics in an isolated
strongly coupled dimer.74 There, we observed a <50 fs
relaxation between exciton states, in contradiction to the 2 ps
relaxation predicted by stochastic coupling to the bath,
highlighting additionally the importance of intramolecular
degrees of freedom in the transfer of energy. Next, we will
analyze the vibrational wavepackets that accompany the
population dynamics in the four phycobiliproteins and focus
on their relationship to the first subpicosecond energy-transfer
step.
3.3. Coherence Dynamics. The transient absorption
spectra are rich with oscillatory features in the first ≈1 ps
(Supporting Information Figures S1−S5), indicative of
vibrations which are strongly coupled to the electronic
transition via the Franck−Condon mechanism. One of the
common ways of determining the oscillatory frequencies
present in the data is to subtract fits of the population
dynamics and analyze the residuals by Fourier transform to
generate transient absorption oscillation spectra. Figure 3
shows the resulting Fourier transform maps of the transient
absorption spectra (and probe wavelength-integrated spectra)
after removal of biexponential decays from each probe
wavelength for the linear sampling range of the experiment
between 30 fs and 2 ps (3 fs steps). The number of vibrational
modes that are resolved in the spectra depends on the pulse
duration and bandwidth, where pulses with duration shorter
Figure 3. Wavelength-dependent Fourier transform map of residual
oscillations after removal of fitted population dynamics from pump−
probe spectra labeled with colored circles: PC577 (black), PC612
(red), PC630 (blue), and PC645 (green). Amplitudes refer to
oscillations at a given frequency in each time trace taken at the probe
wavelength. Corresponding probe wavelength-integrated power
spectra for the four phycobiliproteins are shown to the right of the
Fourier transform maps.
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than the vibrational period are required to sample a particular
mode and the bandwidth must be wider than the energetic
spacing between the levels. The amplitude of a particular
vibration must also be greater than the noise fluctuations in the
data points. The reproducibility and signal-to-noise of the
resolved oscillations detected with the spectrometer are
excellent19 and analyzed in detail in relation to the DOAS
fitting method in our previous work.46
Using this approach, Arpin et al. applied Gaussian fits to the
integrated transient absorption oscillation spectra and resolved
between 7 and 8 modes below 1000 cm−1 for the four
proteins.20 Using the Fourier transform data to seed,
oscillations can be fit in the time domain at particular probe
wavelengths to estimate dephasing times. McClure et al.
determined the dephasing times for eight oscillations in PC577
at a specific probe wavelength of 616 nm.19 Because of
improvements in our pulse duration, we were able to resolve
higher-frequency modes than previously possible in our studies
on these proteins, where oscillations above 1000 cm−1 were not
sampled.
In the impulsive limit of excitation, it is expected that the
vibrations are launching in the electronic excited state.
Furthermore, there is a distinct region near the emission
wavelength of each protein where the amplitude of the
oscillations goes to zero. This is indicative of the minimum
of the potential energy surface where there is maximum
destructive interference in the collection of oscillatory signals
probed with a broad bandwidth pulse.33−40 Analyzing the
amplitude and phase characteristics,39,75−80 these vibrational
wavepackets have been assigned to the excited state for the
proteins of this study in a previous analysis and compared with
femtosecond-stimulated Raman spectroscopic data.19,20,29 It is
difficult from this method to obtain information on the exact
amplitudes, dephasing times, and phase profiles of particular
coherences because there are many overlapping contributions.
To more accurately determine amplitude and phase informa-
tion and dephasing times, we perform a global analysis of the
complete data using damped oscillations.
It is desirable to monitor the population dynamics and
coherence dynamics simultaneously, allowing the full character-
ization of vibrational coherences including amplitude and phase
as a function of probe wavelength and dephasing times for each
coherence. We developed a fitting method that extends the
global fits of population dynamics to include the oscillatory
dynamics. The result is the DOAS, which are analogous to the
DADS. These plots give the amplitude for a given oscillation, of
only a specific dephasing time, across the probe wavelength and
we show a range of DOAS for the proteins PC577, PC612,
PC630, and PC645 in Figure 4A. The complete set of DOAS
for each protein can be found in Supporting Information
Figures S6−S9. This method resolves many more oscillations
than were possible in the transient absorption oscillation
spectra and the list of identified oscillations for all four proteins,
with their respective dephasing parameters and spectral areas
(scaled by dephasing time, γn) are listed in Supporting
Information Table 1. The data in this table are summarized
in the spectral density plots presented in Figure 4C, which are
in good qualitative agreement with the probe wavelength-
integrated power spectra presented in Figure 3B.
The details of the global fitting have been reported.46 In
Table S1, we report the estimated standard errors of the
estimated parameters. The estimated precision of the
parameters is very high, thanks to the very high quality of the
data which possess an excellent signal-to-noise ratio (Figures
S1−S4). We simultaneously describe nearly 1000 time-gated
spectra (each of 162 wavelengths) with a limited set of only 24
DOAS (with two parameters each, the eigenfrequency ωn and
damping rate γn). Thus, from the nearly 1000 time-gated
spectra, we estimated 24 × 2 = 48 DOAS parameters. This is a
huge variance reduction, resulting in precisely estimated DOAS
parameters. In addition, the analysis of multiple experiments
(typically two or three) results in a further variance reduction
Figure 4. Selected oscillation profiles from time-domain global fits for each of the four proteins as labeled. (A) Estimated normalized DOAS
corresponding to the frequencies (in cm−1) and damping rates (in ps−1) color-coded in the legend. (B) Estimated phase profiles of the DOAS. The
gray vertical lines indicate dominant nodes in the DOAS and corresponding phases near the fluorescence emission wavelength of each protein at 640
nm (PC577), 641 nm (PC612), 656 nm (PC630), and 661 nm (PC645). (C) Complete “spectral densities” of the four proteins each composed of a
sum of Lorentzian lines with center frequency υ̃ and γ values from Supporting Information Table S1.
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by 2 or 3 . This is in contrast to, for example, a discrete
Fourier transform, where the amount of “parameters” (the
Fourier coefficients) is huge, and smoothing techniques are
needed to arrive at interpretable spectra. Regarding the
uniqueness of the solution, we employ Ockham’s razor
(which is a generally accepted modeling principle) and choose
the minimal model that describes the data up to the noise level.
Again, this noise level is well defined because we simultaneously
fit multiple experiments (typically two or three). DOAS are
only included in the model when they significantly reduce the
root-mean-square error of the fit and are described by precisely
estimated parameters ωn and γn.
The DOAS resolve clear nodes in the amplitude similar to
those resolved in the transient absorption oscillation maps in
Figure 3. The phase associated with each DOAS can be seen in
column B of Figure 4. In a broad-band experiment, wavepacket
destructive interference is at a maximum at the bottom of the
potential energy well. In the DOAS, this manifests as nodes at
the minimum of the difference energy between the potential
energy surface of their propagation and that of the state
involved in the probed electronic transition. The nodes
resolved in Figure 4 (indicated by gray vertical lines) are
predominantly present at the difference energy between the
ground- and excited-state potential energy surfaces of the
terminally emitting chromophore for each protein (fluores-
cence emission wavelength), indicating propagation on the
excited-state potential energy surface after the excited states
have equilibrated.81 The fluorescence maxima (from Figure 1)
are 640 nm for PC577, 641 nm for PC612, 656 nm for PC630,
and 662 nm for PC645. Excited-state vibrations can additionally
be identified by oscillatory signals in the stimulated emission or
excited-state absorption as the system evolves.
In the wavelength-dependent Fourier transform map of a
multichromophore complex, overlapping amplitude from
chromophores to the blue obscures the expected nodes for
oscillations belonging to intermediate chromophores. Further-
more, the likelihood of resolving a node depends on the
duration of wavepacket propagation, which also relies on how
long the system remains in a particular excited state as it evolves
(transfer energy to other states). Because the system spends
more experimental time in the final acceptor excited state,
nodes are most clearly resolved in the Fourier transform
oscillation maps belonging to this state. In contrast, the DOAS
were able to resolve nodal patterns to the blue of the terminal
emitter. In Figure 5, two special frequencies are highlighted,
which are present in all four proteins, that is, the ≈660 and the
1585 cm−1 modes. The 1585 cm−1 mode exhibits nodes in the
DOAS oscillation amplitudes near 625−630 nm as labeled by
the gray bars in Figure 5A. Correlating bands in the DOAS with
the SADS from Figure 2 suggests that the ≈1585 cm−1
vibrational modes are related to excited PCB states to the
blue of the terminal emitters. The ≈660 cm−1 modes exhibit
nodes in the DOAS oscillation amplitudes at the energies of the
corresponding fluorescence emissions and to the blue of these
in the closed structures.
The DOAS result from all eight chromophores present in the
complex. As explained above, predominantly the DBV, but also
the other chromophores are initially excited. Thus, the DOAS
method resolves the IVR properties of the pigments and reveals
a number of potential PCB-accepting modes which may aid in
the down-conversion of energy after transfer from DBV to
PCB.82 The overall vibrational dephasing times, globally fit in
the time domain by the DOAS method, result from a
combination of pure dephasing, population relaxation of the
vibrational levels involved in the coherence, and population
relaxation accompanying energy transfer.83,84 The next section
will discuss the dephasing times compared to the lifetimes of
the first energy-transfer jump in the protein complexes.
3.4. Population Versus Coherence Timescales. The
method of simultaneously resolving population and coherence
dynamics presented in this work allows us to compare their
relative timescales. The dephasing lifetimes (Supporting
Information Table S1) for the wide variety of oscillations
range from around 100 fs to over 1 ps. As discussed in the
previous section, the amplitude and phase profiles for most of
the oscillations detected in the pump−probe spectra show very
similar patterns, consistent with vibrations occurring in the
excited state. Vibrational motion occurrs in the excited states on
the same timescale as energy transfer is of interest because it
indicates energy transfer could be occurring outside the
vibrationally relaxed Förster regime.85 Figure 6A highlights a
comparison of a few dominant oscillatory modes, having
amplitude and phase profiles indicative of propagation in the
excited state (Supporting Information Figures S6−S9), to the
lifetime of the first energy-transfer event in each protein.
Using resonance Raman data from PCB-containing proteins,
some of the vibrational normal modes can be assigned.86,87 The
≈660 and ≈1585 cm−1 vibrational modes are dominantly
present in all four proteins in terms of the areas/γn of their
DOAS and by the relatively long-lived endurance of over 200 fs
dephasing lifetimes. The 1585 cm−1 mode is in the CN
stretching region of vibrational spectra. The open structures
have a dominant mode at ≈1235 cm−1 (CH/NH bending and
C−C/C−N stretching region) with a dephasing lifetime of over
400 fs. The closed structures show a low-frequency mode at
≈280 cm−1 with a dephasing time lasting longer than the first
energy-transfer event. Interestingly, the observed dephasing
times for the ≈660 and ≈1585 cm−1 vibrational modes
Figure 5. Oscillation profiles for the (A) ≈1585 and (B) ≈660 cm−1
mode from time-domain global fits for each of the four proteins as
labeled on the left. In blue: estimated DOAS. In red: estimated phase
profiles of the DOAS. In (A), the gray vertical lines indicate dominant
nodes with corresponding phase flips at 628.5 nm (PC645), 628.5 nm
(PC630), 626.5 nm (PC612), and 625 nm (PC577) for 1585 cm−1. In
(B), the gray vertical lines indicate dominant nodes near the
fluorescence emission wavelength of each protein (as in Figure 4)
and to the blue of these in the closed structures.
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correlate with energy-transfer timescales across the four
proteins, though the 1585 cm−1 mode is damped far before
energy transfer is complete. It is not clear if and how coherent
excited-state vibrations affect energy transfer.
Vibrational coherence has previously been reported in the
excited states of a variety of photosynthetic systems (including
low-frequency modes) found in the donor excited state of the
purple bacteria reaction center,34,80,84,88−91 core light-harvesting
antenna (LH1),90,92,93 B820 unit,94,95 bacteriochlorophyll a,96
peripheral light-harvesting antenna (LH2),90,97 chlorosome
from green bacteria,98 Fenna−Matthews−Olson com-
plex,99−103 and blue copper proteins.104 Once treated as a
simple thermal bath with a smooth spectral density, discrete
intramolecular vibrational modes have additionally become
apparent as distinct peaks in the spectral densities obtained
from quantum mechanical and molecular dynamics simula-
tions,82,105−107 though the exact mechanisms by which they
may contribute to energy transfer are not well understood. The
DOAS method presented in this work characterizes the
experimental spectral density and is a step toward uncovering
the role of specific vibrations in energy-transfer dynamics.
The presence of coherent vibrations on the timescale of
energy transfer suggests that there could be a time-dependent
modulation of the orientation and spatial separation of
chromophores that are key determinants of energy-transfer
rates and efficiencies. A Förster-type description of energy
transfer is one that occurs from vibrationally relaxed excited
states and the maintenance of long-lived vibrational coherence
in the participating states indicates that this description is not
complete.85 Coherence across more than one molecule could
also be a way to wire the molecules together through overlap or
matching of their vibrational phase spaces. In the reaction
center, vibronic coherence has been more recently proposed to
enhance transport between energetically isolated states by
bringing them into resonance.14,108,109 In the phycobiliproteins,
one of the vibrations is of special interest because of its
potential influence on energy transfer in the regime where
Förster theory breaks down due to slight delocalization of the
excitation.25 This is the topic of the next section.
3.5. 1585 cm−1 Mode. The delocalization of vibrations
across multiples chromophores is not expected for chromo-
phores having weak electronic coupling between them.
However, motivated by understanding the fastest energy-
transfer step in PC645, which occurs over the largest energy
jump in the protein, delocalization of the 1585 cm−1 vibrational
mode was investigated by Dean et al.25 The study compared
amplitude patterns of the mode in 2D electronic spectroscopy
and theoretical models that support its role as a potential
enhancer of energy-transfer rates. The screened coupling
between DBV and PCB in PC645 is predicted to be 38
cm−1110 and the energy gap between their excited states is near-
resonant with the 1585 cm−1 oscillations (Figure 3D in ref 25).
That is, the υ = 1 state in the excited-state manifold of PCB (to
be called PCBυ=1) is very close in energy to the υ = 0 lower
exciton state of DBV, thereby bridging the large energy gap by
the vibrational ladder of the acceptor. Through 2D electronic
spectroscopy amplitude patterns of the oscillations, it was
determined that the 1585 cm−1 mode had electronic character
through mixing with the near-isoenergetic DBV− excited state.
This coupling was shown to have the potential to enhance
energy-transfer rates contributed by this pathway by up to 3.5-
fold because of the enhanced transition strength of the
acceptor, which increases the overlap integral between donor
and acceptor states in Förster theory, and suggests a design
principle for optimal light harvesting.
The work in the present study allows for additional
characterization of the 1585 cm−1 mode, which is dominantly
present in all four proteins. Because each of the DOAS is
characterized by an oscillation frequency with an associated
dephasing time, it allows for comparative analysis of specific
oscillations. Here, we will analyze the relative amplitudes of the
1585 cm−1 mode across the four related proteins as a measure
of vibronic intensity borrowing and explore its role in bridging
donor and acceptor molecules by relating it to the
corresponding energy-transfer rates and dephasing times.
According to Figure 4 in ref 25, there is a marked dependence
of the enhancement factor on the energy resonance between
the donor and acceptor states. Because of the exciton splitting,
which brings the DBV− closer in energy with the PCBυ=1
excited state, the closed structures fall into the resonance
regime, whereas the open structures fall out.
Figure 6. Comparison of the equilibration timescales for the first energy-transfer event and (selected) dominant long-lived excited state vibrations in
each protein, as labeled. (A) Black bars represent the equilibration lifetime for the dominant energy-transfer pathway between DBV donor and PCB
acceptor. The red and blue bars, respectively, represent the damping times for the ≈660 and ≈1585 cm−1 vibrational modes, which are present in all
four proteins. The dark green bars represent the damping times for the ≈1235 cm−1 vibrational mode present in the open structures. The light green
bars represent the damping times for the ≈280 cm−1 vibrational mode present in the closed structures. (B) Comparison of the downhill microscopic
energy-transfer rates (black squares) for the four proteins PC612, PC577, PC630, and PC645 and the 1585 cm−1 oscillatory mode feature that
bridges the PCBυ=1 acceptor to the DBV
− donor. In blue is the vibrational damping rate in ps−1, and the gray bars show the relative amplitudes of the
area/γn of the DOAS normalized to the 660 cm
−1 oscillatory mode, also present in all four proteins.
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Figure 6B plots the relative amplitudes based on the areas/γn
of the DOAS in each of the four proteins normalized to the
respective areas/γn of the 660 cm
−1 mode. The 660 cm−1 mode
is used as an internal standard because it is present in all four
proteins. The area/γn (mOD ps cm) is the integral over the
probe frequency of the DOAS associated with oscillation ν
(mOD/cm−1) normalized by the dephasing rate of the mode
(ps−1). The closed structures possess greater relative
amplitudes for the normalized 1585 cm−1 mode than the
open structures and these correlate with the energy-transfer
rates from DBV to PCB in accord with the predictions from the
vibronic coupling model suggested by Dean et al.25 At last, we
compare the relative dephasing rates in Figure 6B. Energy
transfer, when predominantly incoherent is a dephasing
mechanism and the reported vibrational dephasing rates of
the 1585 cm−1 mode correlate with the energy-transfer rates,
exhibiting approximately twice the energy transfer rate, in each
of the four proteins. Fast vibrational relaxation in PCB states
may aid in dissipating the excess vibrational energy after energy
transfer from DBV states.82
4. CONCLUSIONS
This analysis revealed a few dominant trends between the four
phycobiliproteins. Although the accurate site energies are not
clearly defined for all four proteins, they have similar absorption
spectra and structures, which indicate that the energy ladders
similarly involve high-energy DBV chromophores (≈580 nm)
and lower-energy PCB chromophores (≈630 nm). Energy
transfer initiated by the DBV chromophores occurs at the
fastest rate and with the largest energy jump in all four
structures. This rate is approximately twice as fast for the closed
structures, having dimeric central DBV chromophores (distance
≈ 0.5 nm), as it is for the open structures, having weakly
coupled DBV chromophores (distance ≈ 2 nm). The DOAS
analysis allows for the simultaneous global time-domain fitting
of vibrational frequencies present in the complexes. The DOAS
are a read-out of the amplitude for a particular vibrational mode
as a function of probe wavelength. Between 15 and 24 unique
Franck−Condon-active vibrational modes with characteristic
dephasing times were uncovered for the four phycobiliproteins,
which based on their amplitude and phase characteristics can be
assigned to excited-state vibrational oscillations. The lifetimes
of the excited-state vibrations range from around 100 fs to over
1 ps and may exceed the lifetime of the first energy-transfer
step.
Energetically bridging the donor and acceptor states is a 1585
cm−1 mode, which was previously suggested to enhance the
energy-transfer rates as a function of resonance between the
states (DBV and PCBυ=1). We find that the extent of vibronic
coupling between the donor and acceptor chromophores, as
determined by relative amplitudes of the bridging 1585 cm−1
mode across the set of four proteins, determines the rate (and
thus efficiency) of down-conversion in the complexes. The
closed structures, having exciton splitting in the central dimer,
bring the donor and acceptors into closer resonance, according
to the vibronic enhancement regime, than the open structures.
This work provides additional evidence that this directed
energy transfer between energetically disparate chromophores
is a design principle used by cryptophytes.
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